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Abstract. By using a newly designed high-performance
manipulandum and a new estimation algorithm, we
measured human multi-joint arm stiffness parameters
during multi-joint point-to-point movements on a hori-
zontal plane. This manipulandum allows us to apply
a sufficient perturbation to subject’s arm within a brief
period during movement. Arm stiffness parameters were
reliably estimated using a new algorithm, in which all
unknown structural parameters could be estimated inde-
pendent of arm posture (i.e., constant values under any
arm posture). Arm stiffness during transverse movement
was considerably greater than that during corresponding
posture, but not during a longitudinal movement. Al-
though the ratios of elbow, shoulder, and double-joint
stiffness were varied in time, the orientation of stiffness
ellipses during the movement did not change much.
Equilibrium-point trajectories that were predicted from
measured stiffness parameters and actual trajectories
were slightly sinusoidally curved in Cartesian space and
their velocity profiles were quite different from the velo-
city profiles of actual hand trajectories. This result con-
tradicts the hypothesis that the brain does not take the
dynamics into account in movement control depending
on the neuromuscular servo mechanism; rather, it implies
that the brain needs to acquire some internal models of
controlled objects.

1 Introduction

Because joint torque of the musculoskeletal system for
movement is generated by the imbalance between ten-
sions of agonist and antagonist muscles which have
inherently spring-like properties, stiffness during move-
ment is an important factor in the study of the biological
motion control mechanism. A joint’s spring-like property
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can be varied by changing the activation levels of agonist
and antagonist muscles. Based on these properties and
neural feedback, which together determine global mus-
culoskeletal behavior, several hypothetical mecha-
nisms for arm movement have been proposed as a
natural expansion from posture maintenance control
(for review see McIntyre and Bizzi 1993). The ‘equilib-
rium-point (EP) control hypothesis’ is an influential
hypothesis of a control mechanism based on the mechan-
ical stability of viscoelastic properties supplied by the
neuromuscular system. This hypothesis can be divided
into two versions: the j-model (Feldman 1966, 1986) in
which spinal reflexes and reciprocal inhibition mecha-
nisms are explicitly represented, and the a-model (Bizzi et
al. 1984) in which the supraspinal nervous system rather
than the spinal reflexes in the primary muscle-activating
mechanism.

The assertions of the EP control hypothesis may be
divided into the following three levels: (1) The spring-like
properties of the neuromuscular system are utilized in
movement control. (2) The brain uses an EP trajectory as
descending motor commands to the spinal cord. (3) The
EP trajectory can simply be planned; thus, the brain does
not need to solve the dynamics problem (Bizzi et al. 1992;
Feldman and Levin 1995).

Few researchers doubt that the spring-like properties
of the neuromuscular system are of significant import-
ance in maintaining stable posture (Carew 1985; Carew
and Ghez 1985). The crucial question, however, is how
far this system by itself suffices to generate movements. If
the spring-like property is sufficiently strong with appro-
priate damping, even fast and smooth movements could
be executed without complex computations, by relying
heavily on it as the above third level of the EP control
hypothesis asserts [see recent debate in ‘Controversies in
Neuroscience I: Movement Control’, Behav Brain Sci 15
(1992); ‘Modeling the Control of Upper Limb Move-
ment’, Mot Behav 25 (1993)].

In some studies of the EP control hypothesis, it was
believed that EP trajectories can be relatively easily plan-
ned regardless of complex computations considering
controlled object dynamics (Bizzi et al. 1992; Feldman



and Levin 1995). In other contexts, since the limb is
expected to realize a trajectory which is similar to the EP
trajectory (Flash 1987; McIntyre and Bizzi 1993), and
because it is known that arm movements can be approx-
imated with simple geometric curves (Kelso et al. 1979;
Morasso 1981; Abend et al. 1982; Flash and Hogan
1985), it was hypothesized that the EP trajectory should
be planned in a simple way.

On the other hand, several simulation studies (Hogan
1984; Flash 1987; Flanagan et al. 1993; Katayama
and Kawato 1993; McIntyre and Bizzi 1993) conduc-
ted to investigate the above question revealed the critical
importance of the magnitude of arm stiffness during
movement. That is, if the arm stiffness during move-
ment is high [e.g., the joint stiffness is 67.9Nm/rad
for shoulder and 78.0 Nm/rad for elbow on average in
Flash (1987)], then the EP trajectory is similar to the
actual one, and complex computation is thus not neces-
sary. In contrast, if dynamic stiffness is low [e.g,
19.5 Nm/rad for shoulder and 15 N m/rad for elbow in
Katayama and Kawato (1993)], the two trajectories are
very different.

The low stiffness and the remarkable differences be-
tween equilibrium and actual trajectories were experi-
mentally demonstrated in single-joint fast movements
(Latash and Gottlieb 1991; Bennett et al. 1992; Latash
1992a, b, 1994). In the single-joint movement, however,
the inertial torque is linearly proportional to angular
acceleration because of constant inertia; therefore, it
may be possible to plan the EP trajectory by some
simple scaling parameter depending on the move-
ment speed (Latash 1992a). Thus, a single-joint study
could be criticized on the grounds that, during
multi-joint movement, the strategy could be different
from that during single-joint movement because of vari-
able inertia during movement. One of the potential meri-
ts of the EP control hypothesis is that the nonlinear
dynamics of the controlled object do not need to be taken
into account in movement control by the supraspinal
nervous system (Bizzi et al. 1992). To verify the EP
control hypothesis as a basic control mechanism for
multi-joint arm movement, it is essential to measure the
mechanical characteristics of the human arm during
actual multi-joint movement. Although, in a previous
study, we reported low hand stiffness only in the direc-
tion perpendicular to the movement during point-
to-point two-joint movements constrained in a straight
line (Gomi et al. 1992), it was insufficient for predicting an
EP trajectory for which full stiffness components are
required.

The main purpose of this paper is to formulate
a method that allows full components of two-joint arm
stiffness (four elements in a stiffness matrix) to be meas-
ured during movement. In the proposed method the
parameters that depend on arm structure, such as inertia
and center of gravity, are estimated independent of pos-
ture. Next, we investigate stiffness characteristics during
medium speed movements in both transverse and longi-
tudinal directions, and compare them with those during
posture maintenance. Furthermore, we will examine
whether the EP trajectory of these two kinds of move-

ments estimated from measured impedance parameters is
similar to their actual trajectory. A part of this work has
been presented in Gomi and Kawato (1996). Note that
we do not intend to deny the EP control hypothesis, but
rather try to reveal computational requisites for multi-
joint arm control.

2 Methods

2.1 Apparatus

Measuring impedance parameters during multi-joint movements is
much more difficult than conducting measurements during posture
maintenance (Mussa-Ivaldi et al. 1985; Flash and Mussa-Ivaldi 1990;
Dolan et al. 1993; Tsuji et al. 1995) or during single-joint movement
(Latash and Gottlieb 1991; Bennett et al. 1992; Latash 1992a, b, 1994;
1993). Stiffness measurement invokes application of external forces to
the arm by a manipulandum and measurement of the resulting traject-
ory perturbations. If the perturbation is too strong or the manipulan-
dum is too heavy, subject cannot complete natural movements, and
arm stiffness increases to prevent failure. On the other hand, if the
perturbation is too small, a reliable estimate cannot be obtained. The
manipulandum needs to be (1) fast and light enough to minimize
movement interference, while also being (2) strong enough to transmit
large forces, and (3) rigid enough to be controlled at high frequencies. It
is also necessary to (4) support the human arm on a horizontal plane to
be free from the force of gravity and to reduce fatigue. Additionally, (5)
nonlinear forces due to manipulandum dynamics should be reduced so
as not to disturb the arm movements.

To circumvent these problems, we developed the Parallel Link
Drive Air-Magnet Floating Manipulandum (PFM). Figure 1 shows the
PFM and the experimental setup for measuring human arm stiffness.
The two thin links are driven by two wide links, and the wide links are
directly driven by two electric torque motors placed under the metal
table. The handle of the manipulandum (subject’s hand position) is
supported by a friction-free air-magnet floating mechanism that pre-
vents the subject’s arm from leaning. Because of this special mechanism
and parallel-link structure, no bending force is imposed on the links,
and the links can be very light and thin but still rigid enough in the
horizontal plane. The handle and the supporting beam can be rotated
freely at the top of the links on the horizontal plane. The subject’s hand
position (handle center) was measured with joint-position sensors
(409 600 pulse/rev) of the PFM, and the force exerted on the hand by
the PFM was measured by a force sensor (resolution 0.006 kg) placed
between the handle and the PFM links. The PFM was controlled by
a digital signal processor (0.5 ms/cycle) to reduce the dynamical effects
of the PFM on the subject’s hand. The minimum mechanical rigidity of
PFM at the handle position within the measurement area (0.5]0.8 m)
is 32.8]103 N/m. The maximum speed, acceleration, and force are
4 m/s, 50 m/s2, and 150 N, respectively.

2.2 Experiment

2.2.1 Configuration. Three subjects (two males and one female, 26—34
years old, right handed) participated in this study. The subject sat in
front of the PFM and was held to the chair-back by straps as shown in
Fig. 1. The x-axis indicates the rightward direction and the y-axis
indicates the frontal direction away from the body. The origin for both
axes is the shoulder position. The right forearm was placed in a molded
plastic cuff (0.47 kg) tightly coupled to the handle (the same movements
of the handle, the cuff, and the arm were confirmed in advance by an
optical position sensor), and supported in the vertical direction by the
beam (0.4 kg). A computer monitor was placed behind the PFM to
provide targets and current handle position.

2.2.2 Static-stiffness experimental procedure. During static-stiffness
measurements, the PFM was controlled to be located at particular
positions by a high-gain position servo. Each subject was instructed to
relax his or her arm at that position, and was asked to keep zero force
vector not to exert external force (Fig. 1). Trapezoidal positional
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Fig. 1. The Parallel Link Drive Air-Magnet Floating Manipulandum
(PFM) system and the experimental setup for measuring human
arm stiffness. S

1
and E

1
respectively denote the start and end (posi-

tions for the dynamic-stiffness experiments in the transverse movement;
S
2

and E
2

are those in the longitudinal movement. The origin of the
axes is the shoulder position. The right forearm was covered with
a molded plastic cuff, and was tightly fixed to the handle and the beam
supporting the forearm in the vertical direction. On the computer
monitor during the dynamic-stiffness experiments, the start and end
positions, the target marker of the reference trajectory, and current
handle position marker were displayed as shown in the top right of this
figure. During the static-stiffness experiments, force vector in the hori-
zontal plane was displayed on the computer monitor as shown in the
top left of this figure

perturbations were applied to push the hand and pull it back (6—8 mm)
in eight directions within a brief period (about 0.3 s). Forty trials (five
trials in each direction, randomly ordered) were recorded in one set for
each of five postural conditions (see Results).

2.2.3 Dynamic-stiffness experimental procedure. The subject was in-
structed to move his or her hand from the start to the end position,
both of which were displayed on the computer monitor. The start
and end positions were specified as [x, y]"[!0.2, 0.45] (S

1
) and [0.2,

0.45] (E
1
) m, respectively, in the transverse movement, and as [x, y]"

[0, 0.59] (S
2
) and [0, 0.34] (E

2
) m, respectively, in the longitudinal

movement. Movement duration was instructed to be 1 s, indicated
by beeping sounds (see also the caption to Fig. 3). To reduce vari-
ance, a reference hand trajectory, which itself consisted of each sub-
ject’s averaged trajectory from 72 pre-trials, was also displayed as
target (open circle) movement on the computer monitor. The handle
could be moved in any horizontal direction without positional con-
straint. Small force perturbations for brief periods (about 0.2 s), with
nine randomized timings and eight directions, were applied during
movement. The subject was also instructed to move his or her hand in
as relaxed a way as possible and ‘not to intervene voluntarily’ (i.e., not
to correct his or her movements even if the target was missed because of
the perturbation), as in studies by Latash (1992b, 1994). Only those
trajectories close to the reference trajectory ((3 cm at each time step)
were recorded for data analysis. In one experiment, eight data sets (72
trials in one set) were recorded without failed trials which deviated
more than 3 cm from the reference trajectory except for the perturba-
tion duration.

2.3 Data analysis

Two-link human arm dynamics on the horizontal plane were modeled
by the following second-order nonlinear differential equation:

W(q̈, q5 , q)"s
*/

(q5 , q, u)#s
%95

(1)

Here, W( · ) denotes a two-link arm dynamics, and q, q5 and q̈ are angular
position [q"(h

1
, h

2
)T, where h

1
is shoulder angle and h

2
is elbow

angle], velocity, and acceleration vector, respectively. s
%95

denotes the
external force. Considering the length-tension and velocity-tension rela-
tionships of muscle forces, the generated torque, s

*/
, can be represented

as a function of angular position, velocity, and motor command, u,
descending form the supraspinal central nervous system (CNS). To
estimate stiffness, viscosity, and inertia parameters by applying small
perturbations, the following variational equation can be utilized:
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If we assume the arm to be rigid body serial link system, such as:

W(q̈, q5 , q)"I(q) q̈#H(q5 , q) (3)

and we represent muscle viscosity and stiffness matrix (2]2) as D and
R such as:
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then (2) can be written as
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Here, I and H denote the inertial matrix (2]2) and coriolis-centrifugal
force vector respectively, and are represented in (6) and (7). The sub-
scripts ‘ss’ of D and R represents the shoulder single-joint effect on each
coefficient. Similarly, ‘se’ and ‘es’ denote double-joint (or interlimb)
effects, and ‘ee’ denotes the elbow single-joint effect.
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Here, m
1

and m
2

denote the masses of upper arm and forearm links, l
g1

and l
g2

denote the length from each joint to the center of gravity for
each link, II

1
and II

2
denote the inertia for each link, and l

1
denotes the

length of the upper arm. These parameters can be merged into three
parameters Z

1
, Z

2
, Z

3
(we call these parameters ‘structural para-

meters’) as shown in (6) and (7), which are independent of posture.
Differentiating I and H by q5 and q, respectively, we obtain:
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Then, (5) can be linearized with respect to the unknown parameters
(i.e., structural parameters Z

i
, viscosity D

ij
, and stiffness R

ij
) , as

shown in (10):
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Here, N is the parameter vector, which can be estimated by the pseudo-
inverse method from ds
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and f

i
computed as follows:
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The stability of this estimation method was confirmed by a computer
simulation in Gomi and Kawato (1995). In (11), note that Z

1
, Z

2
, and

Z
3

are independent of arm position, velocity, acceleration, and torque,
thus indicating that they should be constant values under all condi-
tions. Thus if Z

i
can be pre-estimated, we can reduce the number of

estimation parameters from 11 to eight in each condition. In other
words, the left-hand side of (5) could be calculated by using pre-
estimated structural parameters Z

i
, and this could be subtracted from

ds
%95

in advance to estimate other parameters, D
ij
, and R

ij
. In our

analysis shown below, Z
i
are pre-determined from all data sets.

To use the above method, ds
%95

, dq, dq5 , and dq̈, driven by perturba-
tion, should be extracted from each piece of data that varied in time
during movement and that were slightly different from trial to trial. As
explained earlier, each perturbation was applied for a short duration
and at a given time. At the start of the perturbation, it is reasonable to
presuppose from the causality that the offset in position and torque for
each trial is due to trial fluctuations, and thus could be canceled out.
According to this idea, the following procedure was applied to extract
the variational component of position dq:
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Here, the superscripts denote the number of the trial, and t
p
denotes the

start time of the perturbation. qi
4
denotes the ith trajectory unbiased at

the perturbation start. The same procedure was used for velocity,
acceleration, and torque data. To eliminate the effect of fluctuation
among trials, the data for different trials with the same perturbation
were averaged. We used the variational data of the short period after
the perturbation commenced (t

p
)t)t

p
#t

%45
; for the static condition

t
%45
"0.4 s; for the dynamic condition t

%45
"0.28 s) for the parameter

estimation described above.

3 Results

3.1 Estimated structural parameters

As explained above, because the structural parameters,
Z

i
, are independent of posture and movement, their

values can be fixed in any posture for each subject. This

reduces estimation errors caused by partially correlated
data under some conditions. To fix the structural para-
meters, we first estimated all 11 parameters in N (11)
using all data sets obtained under many different
conditions. The performance indexes, coefficients of
determination (Hines and Montgomery 1972), for the
reconstructed variational torques (ds

%95
) were

0.984$0.004 (mean$SD) for all subjects under the
static conditions and 0.945$0.042 for all subjects under
the dynamic conditions. The structural parameters ob-
tained for each subject are summarized in Table 1. Note
that all values should be greater than those of the sub-
ject’s inherent arm dynamics, because they include enti-
ties of the plastic cuff, the supporting beam, and the
handle.

3.2 Stiffness during posture maintenance

Figure 2 shows the stiffness ellipses (upper row) and
joint-stiffness values (lower row) for three subjects during
posture maintenance at five positions. The coefficient of
determination for reconstructed variational torque de-
pending only on stiffness and viscosity (i.e., Ddq5 #Rdq)
had a mean value of 0.855. The hand stiffness matrix, K,
for depicting ellipses was obtained from joint stiffness
matrix R using the following equation:

K"(JT)~1 AR#

LJT

Lq
F
*/B J~1 (15)

Here, F
*/

denotes force generated by the arm in Cartesian
coordinate (JTq

*/
), and J denotes the Jacobian matrix of

kinematic transformation. Note that the internal force,
F
*/

, is zero under the static condition without external
force. Each stiffness ellipse represents the direction and
magnitude of elastic, resisting forces to unit-length posi-
tional perturbations in all directions. The major axis of
each ellipse represents the maximum force, which indi-
cates the greatest stiffness. Conversely, the minor axis
represents the minimum force, indicating the least stiff-
ness. As shown in the upper rows of Fig. 2, the orienta-
tions and shapes of the stiffness ellipses were similar for
all subjects in each corresponding posture, and the major
axes of stiffness ellipses in all postures were directed to
the shoulder as previously studied (Mussa-Ivaldi et al.
1985; Flash and Mussa-Ivaldi 1990; Dolan et al. 1993;
Tsuji et al. 1995). The magnitude of stiffness (represented
here as the area of the ellipse) for subject B (female) was
less than for subjects A and C (males). The ellipse sizes in
our experiment were several times smaller than those in
the experiments by Mussa-Ivaldi et al. (1985) and Flash

Table 1. The structural parameters estimated from all data for each
subject

Subject Z
1
Nm/(rad/s2) Z

2
Nm/(rad/s2) Z

3
Nm/(rad/s2)

A 0.451 0.158 0.153
B 0.318 0.100 0.104
C 0.403 0.166 0.140
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Fig. 2. Stiffness ellipses (upper figures) and joint
stiffness values (lower figures) during posture main-
tenance of subjects A, B, and C. During the experi-
ments, the subjects were asked to relax and not to
exert any force against PFM, assisted by visual
feedback of a force vector on the computer monitor
(see Fig. 1 and Static-stiffness experimental proced-
ure in the text). The visual feedback was frozen
during perturbation

Fig. 3. Stiffness ellipses (upper figures) and joint stiffness values (lower
figures) of shoulder (R

44
, continuous curve), elbow (R

%%
, dotted curve), and

double-joints (R
4%

, dashed-dotted curve: R
%4

, dashed curve) during trans-
verse multi-joint movements (see Dynamic-stiffness experimental pro-
cedure in the text) for subjects A, B and C. In the upper figures, the
starting and ending arm configurations are shown as thick sticks. The
center of each stiffness ellipse is located at the hand position for the
corresponding arm configuration during the movement. Time 0 in the
lower figures denotes the first beep sound (b1). Subjects were instructed

to start from position S
1

(Fig. 1) at the third beep (b3), to stop at
position E

2
at the fourth beep (b4), and to hold their hand there until

the fifth beep (b5). As shown above the abscissa of the lower figures, b2,
b3, b4 and b5 were given 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 and 3.0 s after b1. The thick
horizontal line denotes the instructed movement duration. The per-
turbation force used for measuring stiffness of the third ellipse began
0.1 s before b3 (movement start), and that for the eight ellipse began
0.1 s before b4 (movement end)

and Mussa-Ivaldi (1990), and were comparable to those
of Tsuji et al. (1995). This difference might be due to the
different instructions in their experiments for gripping
force, which change muscle activations at the elbow and
shoulder as presented in Tsuji et al. (1995).

As shown in the lower row of Fig. 2, shoulder-joint
stiffness values (R

44
) were higher than elbow-joint stiffness

values (R
%%
) for all postures and all subjects. Double-joint

stiffness values (R
4%

, R
%4
) at each posture were almost the

same as each other. The ratios between the double-joint
stiffness values (R

4%
, R

%4
) and the single-joint stiffness

values (R
44
, R

%%
) were about 1 : 2.5—4.5, suggesting that

double-joint muscles were weakly activated compared

with the single-joint muscles under this experimental
condition.

3.3 Stiffness during point-to-point movement

The upper row of Fig. 3 shows stiffness ellipses for three
subjects during multi-joint movement in a transversal
direction. The coefficient of determination for recon-
structed variational torque depending only on
Ddq5 #Rdq had a mean value of 0.806. Because 0.28 s of
data were used to estimate stiffness after the perturbation
was initiated, both the intrinsic elastic properties of
the muscles and reflexes contributed to the estimated
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stiffness. The numbers attached to these ellipses indicate
nine specified moments, each separated by 0.2 s, before
the movement (1 and 2), at the start of the movement (3),
during the movement (4 to 7) and after (8 and 9) the
movement. At the first perturbation, the stiffness ellipses
were thin with their major axes oriented toward the
shoulder, which is a common feature of stiffness ellipses
during posture maintenance, as noted above. The ellipse
began to enlarge around the commencement of move-
ment (2 to 4). The areas of the ellipses during movement
(4 to 7) were on average 7.2 times greater than those
during relaxed, corresponding postures. This increase
most likely reflects the muscle tension required to execute
the movement. Along with the change in size, the shape of
the ellipses during movement (4 to 7) thickened slightly in
comparison with those while posture was maintained
(ratio of major and minor axes: movement 2.7$0.6,
posture 5.1$2.3).

The lower row of Fig. 3 shows the temporal changes
in shoulder, elbow, and double-joint stiffness during
movement with their 90% double-sided confidence inter-
vals. Shoulder stiffness increased around the commence-
ment of the movement, decreased slightly in the middle of
the movement, then increased again around the end of
the movement. This observation is similar to that of the
elbow single-joint movement (Bennett 1993). The timing
of the stiffness decrease may be due to switch from
shoulder extensor activation to shoulder flexor activa-
tion, because shoulder extension is the dominant com-
ponent in the movements examined. The ratio of stiffness
components for shoulder, elbow, and double-joints
changed dynamically, indicating that muscle activities
changed greatly during movement. Note that, although
ratios of stiffness components altered during movement,
the double-joint stiffness values (R

4%
, R

%4
) during move-

ment were lower than the elbow joint stiffness (R
%%

). In
contrast with single-joint cyclic movement (Bennett et al.
1992), the joint stiffness values during multi-joint move-
ment were always greater than those during correspond-
ing postures. All stiffness components decreased after the
movement ceased although stiffness had not yet been
restored to static stiffness. Present results (range
5—21 Nm/rad) do not differ greatly from the elbow-
joint stiffness (range 3—14 Nm/rad) during single-joint
movement explored by different perturbation patterns
(random and step at several amplitudes) (Bennett
et al. 1992; Bennett 1993). The slightly greater stiffness
in the observed multi-joint movement might be ascribed
to the effects of interactional forces between the upper
arm and the forearm. The double-joint stiffness compo-
nents (R

4%
, R

%4
) were sometimes asymmetric during

movement in subjects A and C as previously observed in
a catching task (Lacquaniti et al. 1993). Double-joint
stiffness ascribed to the inherent mechanical property
of muscle should be intrinsically symmetric; thus our
observation suggests that the reflex contribution
during movement is different from that under static con-
ditions.

Figure 4 shows the stiffness ellipses and the temporal
changes in joint stiffness values during multi-joint move-
ment in the longitudinal direction for subjects A and C.

Fig. 4. Stiffness ellipses (upper figures) and joint stiffness values (lower
figures) of shoulder (R

44
, continuous curve), elbow (R

%%
, dotted curve), and

double-joints (R
4%

, dashed-dotted curve; R
%4

, dashed curve) during the
longitudinal multi-joint movements for subjects A and C. All notation is
as in Fig. 3

The coefficient of determination for reconstructed varia-
tional torque depending only on Ddq5 #Rdq had a mean
value of 0.799. For subject B, the experimental setup
could not be applied because the posture at the start
position was close to subject’s workspace boundary (i.e.,
singular condition). The stiffness ellipses were thin near
the start position, and were wide near the end position.
The temporal changes in ellipse shapes for subjects A and
C were similar, and not very different from those during
static conditions (not shown here).

The shoulder-joint stiffness components of both sub-
jects, shown in the lower row of Fig. 4, increased in the
initial phases of the longitudinal movements as in those
of the transverse movements, but not in the final phases
of the longitudinal movements. This difference was as-
cribed to differences in posture at the end position and
the movement speeds of two different movements. The
decelerating torque near the end position of the longitu-
dinal movement was not much required (peak deceler-
ation shoulder torque 0.53 Nm on average for subjects
A and C) compared with that in the transverse movement
(peak deceleration torque 2.19 Nm on average for sub-
jects A and C).

3.4 Predicted EP trajectory during free movements

The measured dynamic stiffness allowed us to predict the
EP trajectory, which has been proposed as a potential
motor command from the CNS in voluntary movement
(Bizzi et al. 1984, 1992; Hogan 1984; Feldman 1986).
According to the a-version of the EP hypothesis (Bizzi et
al. 1984; Hogan 1984), the s

*/
is represented by the follow-

ing equation:

s
*/
"R(q

%2
!q)!Dq5 (16)
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Here, q
%2

denotes the equilibrium position represented in
joint-angle coordinates. This equation is derived from the
linear approximation of s

*/
in (1) around the actual tra-

jectory as in (2) and (5). Note that s
*/
"0 holds while

q"q
%2

, q5 "0 from the definition of equilibrium position.
The equilibrium position in joint coordinate q

%2
and in

Cartesian coordinate x
%2

are derived as follows:

q
%2
"R~1(Iq̈#H(q5 , q)#Dq5 !s

%95
)#q, x

%2
"U(q

%2
)

(17)

Here, q, q5 and q̈ are the actual trajectory (unpertur-
bed), its velocity, and its acceleration, respectively. s

%95denotes torque measured by the force sensor. By using
the structural parameters Z

i
(in I and H), R, and D pre-

viously estimated, the EP trajectory can be calculated
from the experimental data. This linearized method
could be criticized because of the nonlinear relationship
between length and tension of muscle; however, the glo-
bal behavior of a single joint has been roughly approxim-
ated by a linear relationship in both the flexion and
extension directions (Zeffiro 1986; Gottlieb and Agarwal
1988). The effect of the linearization error will be dis-
cussed below.

Figure 5 shows spatial paths (top row), the position
along the main movement direction (x-axis for Fig. 5a
and y-axis for Fig. 5b) as a function of movement time
(middle row), and tangential velocity profiles (bottom
row) of actual (dashed line) and equilibrium (continuous
line) trajectories predicted by using smoothly interpo-
lated impedance parameters. The maximum errors
in predicting equilibrium positions calculated from
90% confidence intervals of the estimated stiffness and
viscosity were 0.005$0.0063 m and 0.0009$0.001
(mean$SD) respectively in the transverse and longitudi-
nal movements for nine positions and three subjects,
indicating high reliability of the estimate (individual data
are shown as error bars in Fig. 5, middle row). The spatial
paths of equilibriums (continuous lines in the top row)
did not deviate much from the actual paths (dashed line).
However, as shown in the middle row of Fig. 5, the
equilibrium position first led the actual position to gener-
ate the accelerating torque, then fell behind the actual
position to generate the decelerating torque. As a result
of these differences, all the velocity profiles of the EP
trajectory had multiple peaks which are very different
from the actual ones. The EP velocity, in particular,
increased rapidly and peaked just after the initiation of
the movement. This indicates that dynamic stiffness is
not sufficiently high to maintain the equilibrium close to
the actual position, and that dynamical effects need to be
taken into account in movement execution, even if the
motor command is an EP trajectory.

4 Discussion

4.1 Underestimated distance between actual and
equilibrium positions

Due to the muscle’s inherent nonlinear property in
the length-tension curve in particular the exponential

Fig. 5a, b. The spatial paths (top figures), position along a line parallel
to the x-axis (a) or y-axis (b) (main movement component) as a function
of movement time with their error bars calculated from 90% confidence
intervals (middle figures), and the tangential velocity profiles of the
actual (dashed curves) and equilibrium-point (continuous curves) trajec-
tories (bottom figures) for subjects A, B, and C. The model for deriving
the equilibrium-point trajectory was described in the text. It was com-
puted every 0.05 s from R and D, which were interpolated between
estimated values at every 0.2 s by an upsampling method. The equilib-
rium hand position in the Cartesian coordinate was transformed from
that in the joint coordinates [see (17)]

increase and accelerating nonlinearity (Feldman 1966,
1986; St-Onge et al. 1993; Feldman and Levin 1995)],
one could make the criticism that the arm stiffness meas-
ured here was underestimated to predict the EP traject-
ory, resulting in an overestimation of the distance be-
tween actual and equilibrium positions. This distance,
however, might be estimated to be shorter than it actual-
ly was as briefly explained in Gomi and Kawato (1996).
Figure 6 depicts an angle-torque relationship of a single
joint produced by agonist and antagonist muscles. Stiff-
ness R measured in our experiment denotes the slope of
the tangential line around the actual position h, not
around the equilibrium position h3%!-

%2
. Considering the
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Fig. 6. Angle-torque relationship (thick curve) of a single joint produced
by agonist and antagonist muscles. h, h

%2
, and h3%!-

%2
denote actual,

estimated, and real equilibrium positions, respectively. R and R
%2

de-
note stiffness values, which are slopes of tangential lines around the
actual position (h ) and around the real equilibrium position (h3%!-

%2
),

respectively. The thick arrow represents the generated torque due only
to the elasticity

accelerating nonlinear relationship between angle and
torque, the measured stiffness R,Lq

*/
(h)/Lh is greater

than the stiffness around the equilibrium position
R

%2
,!Lq

*/
(h

%2
)/Lh

%2
. Thus, as shown in Fig. 6, the

equilibrium position h
%2

predicted linearly from the
measured stiffness R and the actual position h is always
closer to the actual position than the real equilibrium
position h3%!-

2%
. This can be represented by D q

*/
/R D

(D h3%!-
%2

!h D, with the result that the distance be-
tween the equilibrium position and the actual posi-
tion may rather be underestimated in our analyses.
Consequently, our main conclusion safely holds while
considering the nonlinear property of the musculos-
keletal system.

Moreover, because of the task instruction to reduce
trajectory errors in our experiments, the stiffness might
be increased compared with natural relaxed movements.
This might suggest that the equilibrium trajectory was
closer to the actual trajectory in this experiment than in
natural point-to-point movements. Under non-experi-
mental conditions the stiffness would decrease, and then
equilibrium and actual trajectories could deviate greatly,
especially in fast movements.

Won and Hogan (1995) conducted experiments and
developed an analysis which seemed to indicate that the
equilibrium point was close to the actual point in slow
movements (16 cm/750 ms). Their experiment demon-
strated that the variational force vectors, observed while
a trajectory was slightly perturbed in a direction perpen-
dicular to the movement by a circular constraint, were
always directed toward the unperturbed realized traject-
ory. On the basis of these results they asserted that the
equilibrium point (or attractor point) remained in the
vicinity of the realized trajectory. In the slow and small
movements that they studied, however, the equilibrium
point should not deviate from the actual point because it

is not required to produce large driving torques. For
a subject to move his or her hand for long distance at
faster speeds, larger torque should be required. Our re-
sults indicate that stiffness increases were insufficient to
keep the equilibrium point close to the actual one. Addi-
tionally, the spatial patterns of equilibrium paths did not
deviate greatly from actual trajectories as shown in the
top row of Fig. 5, even though the temporal patterns
and their velocity profiles (middle and bottom rows of
Fig. 5) were quite different from the actual ones.
From these considerations, the experimental result by
Won and Hogan (1995) does not provide counterevi-
dence to our conclusion that the EP trajectory differs
from the actual trajectory during multi-joint fast and
large movements.

4.2 Feedforward control by an internal model acquired
in the CNS

As discussed above, the experimental data obtained in
this study do not support the hypothesis that the brain is
not required to conduct complex inverse dynamics com-
putations because of the spring-like properties of muscles
and reflex loops. Instead, the data indicate that the dy-
namics of a controlled object should be accounted for in
commanding movements, as suggested from the single-
joint experiments (Latash 1994; Gottlieb 1996). As as-
serted by Bizzi et al. (1992) and Feldman and Levin
(1995), we believe that the inherent spring-like properties
are beneficial not only in controlling posture, but also in
reducing the complexities involved in controlling novel
multi-joint movements. Especially in the early stage of
movement learning, we suppose that stiffness would be
strategically increased to avoid disturbances caused by
dynamic interaction forces which still can not be com-
pensated by a poor internal model. This strategy may
well correspond to the EP control, as simulated in Flash
(1987). Unskilled movements, however, would still be
clumsy and would easily be exhausting. As acquisition of
knowledge as to how to regulate many muscles for the
required movements proceeds, the fatigueless movement
with low stiffness could become progressively dominant.
From the computational point of view, this knowledge
corresponds to an internal model of the controlled
object. As the brain acquires internal models of the con-
trolled object, excessive stiffness can be avoided, and
mechanical properties of the musculoskeletal system
could be optimally regulated according to environmental
constraints and the desired tasks. For smooth eye move-
ments, the analyses of Shidara et al. (1993) and Gomi
et al. (1994) suggest that the cerebellum sends the motor
command based on an internal model of the eye-ball
dynamics. On the other hand, many phenomena sugges-
ting that the cerebellum regulates stiffness rather than
force or torque were reviewed by Smith (1996). In addi-
tion to the computational scheme of internal model
learning (Kawato et al. 1987; Gomi and Kawato 1992;
Kawato and Gomi 1992), further investigations on the
representations of internal models and on the mecha-
nisms regulating stiffness are necessary to reveal biolo-
gical skillful motor control.
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